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Numerical Simulation of Helmholtz Equation in a Deformed Region
and Optimal Shape Design for Sound Absorbing Plate
H. Suito and H. Kawarada
Faculty of Engineering, Chiba University
A shape optimization problem for a sound absorbing plate is studied. In
order to optimize the shape of the sound absorbing plate, it is necessary to
solve Helmholtz equation in a deformed region. Finite difference method with
boundary fitting mesh are adopted to solve Helmholtz equation in the deformed
region. Discretized Helmholtz equation is represented by a large sparse matrix.
GPBi-CG method is applied to solve this linear system of equations. By using
the soltion of Helmholtz equation, the shape optimization problem is solved.













$f_{0}(x)$ $=$ $(-0.585x^{2}+1.867_{X})\eta_{0}(X)$ , (2)
$f_{1}(x)$ $=$ $(1.170x-22.734X+1.282)\eta \mathrm{o}(X)$ , (3)
$f_{2}(x)$ $=$ $(0.585x^{2}+0.867x-0.282)\eta_{0}(X)$ . (4)
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$\Gamma(y, z)=m,m=\sum_{1\prime}^{M_{1}}\gamma mm\phi\prime L,m(y)\phi L,m’(z)$ . (8)
22 Notation
$\text{ ^{}\backslash }\backslash 2$: Projection of computational domain into $x-y$ plane


















$(\triangle+k_{i}^{2})u^{(i})(\Gamma, a)=0$ in $\Omega_{i},$ $(i=1,\mathit{2},3)$ ,
$u^{(1)}(\Gamma)=u^{(2)}(\mathrm{r})=a$ on $\Gamma$ ,
$\frac{\partial u^{(i)}(\mathrm{r},a)}{\partial n}=0$ on $\Gamma_{N},$ $(i=1,2,3)$ , (9)
$u^{(1)}(\Gamma)=U(y, z)$ on $\Gamma_{in}$ ,
$u^{(2)}(\Gamma, a)=0$ on $\Gamma_{out}$ ,
$\Gamma_{N}=\Gamma_{t}op\cup\Gamma_{bott_{om}}\cup\Gamma_{side}$
$k_{i}=\{$
$k_{water}$ in $\Omega_{1}$ ,
$k$ . in $\Omega_{2}$ ,
$\frac{\mu ne_{k_{p}ine}}{\sqrt{1+i\omega\nu/C^{2}}}$ in $\Omega_{3}$ ,
(10)
\nu \Omega 3
F Dirichlet $a$ {
$a(y, z)= \sum_{=m,m0}^{M_{2}},amm’\cos(\frac{\mathit{2}\pi m}{l_{y}}y)\cos(\frac{2\pi m’}{l_{z}}Z)$ , (11)
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$J( \Gamma, a)=-\int_{\Gamma_{ab}sorb}|u(\Gamma(2), a)|2d\mathrm{r}$
$+ \frac{1}{\epsilon}$




[P] Minimize $J(\Gamma, a)$ for $(\Gamma, a)\in A=A_{1}\cross A_{2}$ .
where
$A_{1}$ $=$ $\{\gamma_{mm’}\in \mathrm{R}(m, m’=1,2,3, \cdots, M_{1})||\gamma_{mm’}|\leq K\}$ , (13)






$x=x(\xi, \eta, \zeta)$ , (15)
$y=y(\xi, \eta, \zeta)$ , (16)








$a_{11}=y_{\eta^{Z}}\zeta-.y\zeta \mathcal{Z}\eta$ ’ $a_{12}=.y_{\zeta^{\mathcal{Z}_{\xi}}}-:.=y_{\xi^{Z}}\zeta$, $a_{13}=y_{\xi}z_{\eta}-y\eta^{Z}\xi$ ,
$a_{21\eta\zeta\eta\zeta}=.z\acute{x}-XZ,$ . $a_{22}=x_{\xi^{Z_{\zeta}}}-X_{\zeta\xi}Z$ , $a_{23}=X_{\eta}Z\xi-x\xi Z\eta$ ’













$u$ $=$ $\exp(ik\cos\beta x)\exp(ik\sin\beta y)+\exp(ik\cos\beta x)\exp(-ik\sin\beta y)$
$=$ $2\exp(ik\cos\beta x)\cos(k\sin\beta y)$ .




$\text{ }4$ : Solution of Helmholtz eq. by use of orthgonal mesh






\alpha $=0,$ $\beta=30(>\beta_{c})$ \beta c $\sin\beta_{c}=\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ F
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